A finite element formulation and program to study transient swelling and load-carriage in healthy and degenerate articular cartilage.
The theory of poroelasticity is extended to include physico-chemical swelling and used to predict the transient responses of normal and degenerate articular cartilage to both chemical and mechanical loading; with emphasis on isolating the influence of the major parameters which govern its deformation. Using a new hybrid element, our mathematical relationships were implemented in a purpose-built poroelastic finite element analysis algorithm (u-pi-c program) which was used to resolve the nature of the coupling between the mechanical and chemical responses of cartilage when subjected to ionic transport across its membranous skeleton. Our results demonstrate that one of the roles of the strain-dependent matrix permeability is to limit the rate of transmission of stresses from the fluid to the collagen-proteoglycan solid skeleton in the incipient stages of loading, and that the major contribution of the swelling pressure is that of preventing any excessive deformation of the matrix.